
   
 

  

Call to order 

A meeting of Hope Hill Elementary Go Team was held in the media center on [December12, 

2017] @4:04 p.m. 

Attendees 

Attendees included  

Maureen Wheeler, Principal 

Vincent Callender, Chair 

Johana Miller, Vice Chair and Cluster Representative  

Jeffrey Monroe, Teacher 

Taurra Dorsey, Secretary 

Richard Bergman, Community Representative 

Marcel Benoit, Parent   

Mr. Hubbard, Community Representative/ Cluster Representative 

   

Members not in attendance 

 Detria Russell  

Misty Roberts  

 

 

Approval of minutes  

Minutes Approved  

Reports 
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Unfinished business  

The GO TEAM reviewed October’s minutes. We were also updated on the CCRI report for Hope-

Hill.  

New business 

 

Announcements 

 CCRPI achievement scores went up and the progress went down 

 Administration is looking to see why this is 

 The guidelines for CCRPI is changing next school year 

 Hope-Hill is now a 4 star school  

Cluster Meeting Update 

 The meeting was help on 10/30 

 Tech communication was in attendance  

 They would like to see most of the students in the Grady cluster using Google Suite and be 

tech savvy 

 The Grady Cluster wants to also see what a Grady Grade looks like. For example, are they 

responsible, or do they have great study habits 

Budget School Year 2017/2018 

 Band and Orchestra was a concern. Admin is looking to see if it’s really needed  

 Admin is looking to see if Spanish should be offered to K-5th graders for 30mins for a 9 

week period.  

 4-5th would go first and then K-3 would follow up the 9 weeks 

 Hiring a hourly band teacher is also an option 

 The Go Team will take a closer look at the budget in January  

 The principle will have more control over the custodians of the building and the funds 

that are allocated when it comes to cleaning the building 

 Hope- Hill is  pushing for another Pre-K class for the 2018-2019 school year 

 The Go Team also discussed the causes of the over grade from the state 

 


